
Letter from the 3 Bears
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To the parents or guardian
s of Goldilocks,

We are writing because we t
hink you should know abo

ut

the naughty behaviour of y
our daughter, Goldilocks.

We live in the yellow cottage
 in the middle of the wood and

today, we returned from our walk to find our house
 had

been broken into.

As well as helping herself 
to our porridge, which had

 been

left to cool down, Goldilock
s had also broken one of o

ur

chairs! Baby Bear was most upset, because it was h
is own

special chair and it now ne
eds mending.

We are sure it was your dau
ghter because we found h

er

asleep in a bed upstairs. S
he woke up as we came into the

room and rather than saying so
rry, she just ran away

without a word. Very rude!

We are sure you will agree th
at Goldilocks should be

punished in some way. We would suggest that she i
s not

allowed to play out for at le
ast a week. She should cer

tainly

stay away from our cottage, unless she w
ould like to

apologise.

Yours faithfully,

The 3 Bears

1. Who is this letter from?

2. Why are they writing it?

3. What do you think they were most upset about?

4. How do they think Goldilocks should be punished?

5. Do you think Goldilocks should apologise?

6. Pretend you are Goldilocks. Write a note or card to say sorry to the bears.
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1 .......................................................................................................................................

2 ......................................................................................................................................

3 ......................................................................................................................................

4 ......................................................................................................................................

5 ......................................................................................................................................

6. Note to the Bears…



Numbers

Try some number activities like these every day to help develop your number skills!
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Counting Activity Ideas
l Start from 0 and count in 1’s, 2’s, 5’s or 10’s.

l Pick a number to start from and count in 1’s, 2’s, 5’s and 10’s.

l Make it fun and count in funny voices – can you count like a robot or with a very high voice?

l Cover up several numbers. Can you count up to find the hidden numbers?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
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Oh dear! Bee-Bot has jumbled up these numbers.
Can you help to put them in order?

1.

33 6 39 21 67

2.

92 37 8 44 18

3.

50 4 23 99 51

You could try making
some more of your own

Fill in the missing numbers.

1. 2, 4,           , 8,          12.

2. 30,           , 50,           ,            , 80.

3. 15, 20,           , 30           ,            , 45.

Now try making some of your own:

4. ,            ,            ,            ,            . 

5. ,            ,            ,            ,            . 



Number Bonds

Number Bonds are pairs of numbers that make up a given number.
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Now a bit trickier…
Can you write down all the Number Bonds to 20?

Tip: try counting out 20 objects and use them to help you.

Can you write down all the Number Bonds to 10?
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Play ‘Number Bond Ping Pong’
l Player A says a number to 10/20 (say it while pretending to swing your racket).
l Player B ‘hits’ back the number bond to 10/20

E.g. Player A – 4”    Player B – 6”
l Keep going until you ‘miss a ball’ and make a mistake, then swap over!

Can you fill in the circles with the correct Number Bond?

10

7

10

4

10

9

20

1

20

5

20

11

10

2

20

16

Can you make

some of your

own to test family

or friends?



Let’s Multiply!

It can help us in lots of areas of maths if we can quickly recall our multiplication facts. 

Let’s get practising our 2x, 5x and 10x table!

32 Let’s Multiply!   Maths Activity 3

Learning Tips

l March like a soldier and chant the
multiplication tables e.g. 1x5 = 5, 

2x5 = 10…

l Play multiplication ping pong with one
person batting the question and the other

batting back the answer.

2x 5x

10x
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Quick Questions

1. 2 x 5 =  .................................................

2. 5 x 10 = .................................................

3. 7 x 2 = .................................................

4. 6 x 10 = .................................................

5. 2 x 2 = .................................................

6. 3 x 2 =  .................................................

7. 8 x 5 = .................................................

8. 1 x 10 = .................................................

9. 12 x 2 = .................................................

10. 4 x 5 = .................................................

Try practising your times tables every day!

Now try making your own ‘quick 10’ and test yourself or someone else!



What’s Missing?

Blue-Bot has been cheeky and stolen lots of numbers and operations.
Become a maths detective and see if you can solve these problems and fill
in the missing gaps.
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WHAT’S MISSING? 
What’s missing?

a) 11, 13, __, __, 19, 21, __

b) 83, 73, __, __, 43, 33, __

Explain what is happening and �nd the missing 
numbers

Can you see any patterns?

Product Code: MA10138 - 01 - 19 Made in UK

WHAT’S MISSING? 
What’s missing?

Can you �ll in the missing numbers by counting on?
  

Could you put different numbers instead of 37 and 
16 and still make it work?

+30 +3

37

+20
+4

16

Product Code: MA10138 - 01 - 19 Made in UK
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WHAT’S MISSING? 
What’s missing?

4__2 = 7 __ 1
15__5 = 3__7
7__5 = 10__2
10__4 = 8__2
3__2 = 4__2

10__2 = 19__1

Find the correct operation signs to balance the 
equations

Product Code: MA10138 - 01 - 19 Made in UK

WHAT’S MISSING? 
What’s missing?

a) 28, 33, 38, __, __  53, __

b) 1, 4, 7, __, __, 16, __

Explain what is happening and �nd the missing 
numbers

Product Code: MA10139 - 12 - 18 Made in UK



Dip & Pick
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On Brad’s ice-cream there are 14 marshmallows.
He has double the amount that Jill has. How many
marshmallows does Jill have on her ice-cream?

Sam has
6 marshmallows on his ice-cream.
Jake has double the amount on his.

How many marshmallows does Jake have
on his ice-cream? Jake’s dad gives him 8
more marshmallows. How many does

Jake have now?

Sam has 4 marshmallows on his ice-cream.
Jake has double the amount on his.

Jake’s dad gives him 8 more marshmallows.
How many does Jake have?

There are 20 marshmallows
in a shop. John buys 6 marshmallows.

Olivia wants to buy double the amount that John
has. Are there enough marshmallows?

Explain how you know.

Sam has 4 marshmallows
on his ice-cream.

Jake has double the amount on this.
How many marshmallows does Jake have

on his ice-cream?
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Number and Place Value

Bee-Bot has been struggling with his maths. 
Put your maths hats on and see if you can help him to solve 
these questions.
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I am an odd number 
less than 6.

What numbers could I be?

Product Code: MA10014 - 11 - 17 Made in UK

Anna has placed the number 9 on 

the number line.

Is she correct?

Explain your thinking.

9

0 10

Product Code: MA10014 - 11 - 17 Made in UK

Ben says the place value grid 
shows the number 6.

Is he correct?
Explain your thinking.

T 0

Product Code: MA10016 - 11 - 17 Made in UK

 Chose two digit cards from below to     

make the number sentence correct.

Find three ways to do it.

6 43 5

? ?One less than        is                 

Product Code: MA10014 - 11 - 17 Made in UK

Chloe says she has 42.

Is she correct?
Explain your thinking.

Product Code: MA10016 - 11 - 17 Made in UK

Use the digit cards 2, 6, 3 and 5.

Write all the two-digit numbers you 
can make, that are less than 50.

How do you know you have them all?
Convince me.

2 53

Product Code: MA10016 - 11 - 17 Made in UK



Record your answers and working out here.
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�� � � � � � � � 	 �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 ��

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.



Reasoning

Test your knowledge and combine your mathematical skills to help solve these reasoning
problems.
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ODD ONE OUT
Odd one out

8, 12, 21

Can you �nd reasons why each of the numbers 
above could be the odd one out?

Product Code: MA10138 - 01 - 19 Made in UK

HERE IS THE ANSWER, 
WHAT IS THE QUESTION?

Here is the answer,

what is the question?

48

Can you use…
Adding 3 numbers?

2 different operations?
A picture or resources

Money

Product Code: MA10138 - 01 - 19 Made in UK
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Silly or correct 
answer

Product Code: MA10138 - 01 - 19 Made in UK

OCCORRE

Which of these images belo

Find the corr

WERCT ANSORRE

w the number 32?w shoWhich of these images belo

Images of 32
s for erect answFind the corr

 

w the number 32?

s for 

y  c
er

answwe

y or c
ect 

orrre  

  ca
  co

Sillly  

01 - MA10138 Code: Product 

0

UKin Made 19 - 

100

WHAT’S MISSING? 
What’s missing?

Explain what is happening and �nd the missing 
numbers

5

14 9

9 13 4

10

12 7

Product Code: MA10138 - 01 - 19 Made in UK



Prove It!

You are a Maths Superstar!

Time to show off and ‘prove’ what you know and can do!
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s in this number trnumber
I can tell you the missing  

201510

s in this number tr
I can tell you the missing  

30 3520

ack.s in this number tr
I can tell you the missing  

55

PR

02 - MA10034 Code: Product 

VE IT!OOVE IT!PRRO

UKin Made 18 - 

PROVE IT!

True or false?
If I count in steps of 10 from 7, 
I will say the number 70 in my count.

Product Code: MA10034 - 02 - 18 Made in UK
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PROVE IT!

I can show 46p using 10p 
and 1p coins.

Product Code: MA10034 - 02 - 18 Made in UK

PROVE IT!

True or false?
There are eleven different pairs of 

numbers with a total of 11.

Product Code: MA10034 - 02 - 18 Made in UK



Problem Solving

Have a go at these tricky problems!
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9,  3,  14,  18,  6

NUMBER & PLA

Look at this set of number

9,  3,  14,  18,  6

ALUECE V VA  PLA  ACE V

s.Look at this set of number

11 

Which number is one less than 10?
Which number is one mor
Which is the smallest number?

gest number?Which is the lar

9,  3,  14,  18,  6

 MA00468 Code: Product UK

Which number is one less than 10?
e than 13?Which number is one mor

Which is the smallest number?
gest number?

9,  3,  14,  18,  6
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Which coins could she ha

Ruth bought an ice-cr
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y for it?e used to pavWhich coins could she ha

eam for 12 pence.Ruth bought an ice-cr
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ADDITION & SUB CTIONTRAACTION & SUB  BTRA

11 

25,  9,  34

Write four number sentences using the number

 MA00469 Code: Product UK

Write four number sentences using the number
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s Write four number sentences using the number

ADDITION & SUB CTIONTRAACTION & SUB  T

11 

w many animals does he haHo

ge has 5 sheep, 2 goats and 8 coarmer LarF
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e altogether?vw many animals does he ha

ge has 5 sheep, 2 goats and 8 co

in Made 18  

e altogether?

ws.ge has 5 sheep, 2 goats and 8 co

14 but Lewis disagr

NUMBER & PLA

ys that 64 can be partitioned into 50 + Henry sa
ys it can only be 

ALUECE V VALUE  PLA  ACE V

ees and sa14 but Lewis disagr
ys that 64 can be partitioned into 50 + 

ys it can only be 
ys that 64 can be partitioned into 50 + 

11 

Can you �nd a differ

What do you think?

partitioned into 60 + 4.

 MA00469 Code: Product UK

y to partition 64?aent wCan you �nd a differ

What do you think?

partitioned into 60 + 4.
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Sam �nds 73p do

SURES - MMEA

wn the side of the sofa.

YONESURES - M

Sam �nds 73p do

11 

e found?vha
est number of coins Sam could wWhat is the lo

e found?vha
What is the highest number of coins Sam could 
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est number of coins Sam could 

What is the highest number of coins Sam could 

in Made 18  

est number of coins Sam could 

What is the highest number of coins Sam could 

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.



Record your answers and working out here.
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1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.



Shape Hunt!
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Take a look at the 2D shapes below and discuss:

l What are the names of these shapes?

l Can you name the properties of each shape? (sides, vertices)

What can you find?

l Go on a shape hunt around your home.

l Draw or stick pictures of the shapes that you find.

Here is one to get you started.

dining table top –
rectangle



Draw your own picture using 2D shapes
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What shapes have you used in your picture?



Kitchen Science: Raisin Bubble Boogie

This science activity will require a few items from your kitchen and an adult to help. Many thanks to
Sue Martin for this amazing kitchen science lesson!
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For the grown ups
This experiment is really easy to set up and

will help children develop their understanding of floating
and sinking, liquids and gases.

What you need
l A bottle or glass of clear

fizzy drink (e.g.
lemonade, tonic or soda
water – freshly opened)

l A handful of raisins (4 or
5 will suffice)What you do

This one couldn’t be simpler: pour out a glass of fizzy drink
and drop in the raisins.

Now watch the raisins dance!

What’s happening?

The raisins are initially too heavy to float, so they sink into the drink. The drink itself
contains carbon dioxide (CO2) gas, which has been forced into the drink at high
pressure. When a bottle is opened, some of this gas escapes immediately (you
hear the whoosh as it rushes to escape) but the rest remains in the liquid for quite a while.
You may notice that bubbles form on the sides of the container first. 

Tiny imperfections in the glass/plastic make ideal sites (known as ‘nucleation sites’) for
bubbles of gas to form. Dropping anything else into the drink will provide more of these sites,
so more bubbles are produced. Raisins have a pitted surface, which makes them ideal for the
formation of gas bubbles. When the raisins reach the bottom, bubbles of CO2 form and
attach themselves to the raisins. These act like floats for the raisins and together they rise to
the surface. Here, the gas bubbles burst into the air, leaving the raisins without their floats to
sink again. 

The process repeats and the raisins dance up and down! This will continue only whilst the
drink is still fizzy – as more bubbles burst at the surface, fewer remain in the drink, until
eventually it will become ‘flat’.

Encourage your children to try other small food items to see which ones float, sink or dance.
Broken pieces of spaghetti, numerous other pasta shapes, lentils, uncooked popcorn and
some berries will also dance. Look at the surface of each item and try to predict which will
work well.
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Draw your experiment and label what happened! 



Sailing Boats 

50 Sailing Boats Science Activity 2

KS1/2
ACTIVITY 1 I SAILING BOAT

WHAT YOU NEED:
Science:
Explore resistance in water by 
making and testing a boat.

Technology:
Use a range of tools, equipment, 
materials and components.

Engineering:
Understand the forces acting on 
a sailing boat.

Maths: 
Measuring and marking out.

Can you spot any hazards? How can you reduce the risks?

STEM Learning Objectives:

Materials:
•  Polystyrene foam pizza disc
•  A4 coloured card
•  Plastic milk bottle lid
•  Wooden skewer
•  Decorations

Tools:
•  Low melt glue gun  
•  Ruler
•  Felt tip pens
•  Large scissors
•  Lump of poster tack
•  Pencil
•  Hole punch
•  Water tray

©TTS Group Ltd. All rights reserved. No unauthorised copying of this material without permissionProduct Code: SC10130 - 03 - 20 Made in UK

Product Code: SC10130 - 09 - 18 Made in UK

WHAT YOU DO:

1.  Use the felt tip and ruler to draw a boat shape on your 
pizza disc. Make it as long as the disc and quite wide to 
help prevent the boat capsizing. Cut out the boat base.

2.  Place the poster tack on the table and press a bottle 
lid onto it with the open side downwards. Press down 
with the pencil to make a small hole in the middle. Don’t 
make the hole too big as it needs to be a tight �t on the 
skewer.

3.  Take out the poster tack and glue the lid down towards 
the front of the boat base. Push the pointed end of the 
skewer down through the hole in the lid and into the 
base.

4.  Cut the sheet of coloured card so that it is shorter than 
the skewer, and trim it to your preferred shape. You 
can decorate it with a felt tip pen. Punch a hole in the 
middle of the top and bottom, then slide the sail onto 
the skewer.

5.  Place the boat in the water tray and blow into the sail to 
make it move across the water. You can customise your 
boat by adding a sailor, �ag, decorations etc. You could 
try to help it move faster, for example by changing the 
shape of the base to make it more streamlined.

Gravity acts downwards 
on the boat, pulling it 
down onto the water.

The boat base is made 
from polystyrene foam 
pizza disc; this contains 
lots of little air pockets, 
making it buoyant so that 
it doesn’t sink. 

When you blow into the 
sail the boat moves across 
the water.

The resistance of the water 
(drag) slows the boat 
down.

If you make the boat more 
streamlined (e.g. by making 
the front pointed and 
rounding off the corners) 
this reduces the drag so the 
boat can go faster.

STEM Explanation:

Product Code: SC10130 - 03 - 20 Made in UK


